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Abstract 

A Review of, and a Contribution to, the General Theories 

of Electromagnetic Wave Propagation 

in Infinite Gyromagnetic Media 

by 

J. M. Heliums 

The analyses of Kales, Epstein and Gurevich are dis¬ 

cussed and compared in detail. Although separate develop¬ 

ments are available for the cut-off case, difficulties 

arise when trying to obtain this case from their solutions. 

A new fourth treatment is presented which incorporates some 

features of the earlier three but from which the special 

cases of cut-off and isotropy may be obtained more easily. 
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1, Introduction 

Under the assumption of harmonic time dependence by 

the electromagnetic fields, a gyromagnetic medium is de¬ 

scribed by a scalar permittivity and a tensor permeability 

of the form 

a ii J. a,*, o 

tin 0 

o o a2 3 
L » 

where in the lossless case the diagonal terms are positive 

and a,^ can be either positive or negative, and when losses 

are included, all elements are complex, Gyromagnetic 

effects are of practical importance in the range between 

UHF and millimeter wavelengths [l], but at higher frequen¬ 

cies these effects are negligible, 

A gyroelectric material possesses a scalar permea¬ 

bility and a tensor permittivity of the form 

bH lb,^ 0 

-ibia, k t| O 

0 0 b33 
L J | 

where the diagonal terms are again usually positive and the 

sign of b|a> either positive or negative, Gyroelectric 

effects are appreciable over a broader frequency range than 

are gyromagnetic effects. They are important in studies of 
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ionospheric propagation at radio frequencies, in plasma 

diagnostics, and in propagation at optical frequencies in 

solids. 

A gyrotropic material has both a tensor permeability 

and permittivity, these tensors being of the form given 

above. More general anisotropic media can be assumed [3] , 

but these will not concern us here. Ferrites and some 

garnets are examples of gyromagnetic media, while semicon¬ 

ductors and plasmas are gyroelectric. Gyrotropic media 

exist, but to the author's knowledge have no applications 

as of yet. We will be concerned here mostly with the 

gyromagnetic solution, but the gyroelectric and gyrotropic 

cases will also be mentioned. 

Studies of propagation in gyromagnetic media are of 

great practical significance in the design of certain 

classes of microwave components [1,2,3,4] . The analyses by 

Kales, Epstein and Gurevich [2,3,4] of propagation in such 

media are discussed and compared in detail, and some dif¬ 

ficulties in applying them are brought out. These diffi¬ 

culties arise in application to two special cases: cut-off 

and isotropy. In these cases, the above treatments are 

either misleading in the results they produce or seem not 

usable at all. It is shown, however, that after some man¬ 

ipulation the solutions can be modified to make them appli- 
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cable. For example, to obtain the cut-off fields from the 

general solutions given in our later discussion of the three 

treatments, we would set to zero. But, in two of the 

solutions, the longitudinal component of the electric field 

is multiplied by t , and this component thus seems to be¬ 

come identically zero. Only a more thorough consideration 

of the true, nature of the arbitrary constants involved 

leads to resolution of the difficulty. 

It was thought to be worthwhile to discuss and com¬ 

pare these treatments for two reasons. (a) They are well- 

known analyses, but have not been compared before; (b) due 

to inherent complexity, the difficulties arising in ex¬ 

tracting the special cases cannot be appreciated without 

concerning oneself with the fine detail, 

A new (fourth) treatment is presented and compared 

with the others, and is used to write both the gyrotropic 

and gyromagnetic results. The application of the fourth 

gyromagnetic solution to the above two special cases is 

carried out and discussed, as is also the application of 

the fourth-treatment gyrotropic solution to the cut-off 

case. The new treatment not only seems more intuitive 

at certain points as compared with the first three, but 

it is also shown to be much more appropriate for the two 

special cases. 
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2. Review of Existing Treatments by Kales, 

Epstein and Gurevich 

2.1 Form of Maxwell*s Equations in K, E and G Papers 

We will describe and compare the treatments by 

Gurevich, Kales and Epstein**’ for fields in ferrites, not 

taking boundary conditions into account. The development 

will be organized around the very general pattern which all 

three treatments follow to a certain extent, and at the same 

time will take note of some of their differences. 

A new solution will be considered, one which incor¬ 

porates into a single treatment some of the ideas in the 

first three and some ideas not included in them. 1 This 

fourth solution exhibits some advantages over the first 

three. 

Our discussion of the three treatments by K, E and G 

begins with a discussion of the forms of Maxwell's-Equations 

to be used. K [2] uses the rationalized system of units 

[5]. Before any assumption about time dependence but after 

the assumption of no free charge and no impressed current, 

Maxwell's Equations in the rationalized system are 

(la) 

V- 6* = 0 (lb) 

From this point on we will let G, K and E be abbreviations 
for Gurevich, Kales and Epstein, respectively. 

t 
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—> 
V • £ = o . 

(lc) 

(Ld) 

G and E use the Gaussian system of units [5]. Again, before 

the assumption of any special dependence on time and after 

the assumption that there is no free charge and no im¬ 

pressed current, Maxwell's Equations in this system of 

units are 
—> 

V* g + ^   s. o (2a) 

—N 

V- fi = o (2b) 

si? 
V* ^ - c Tt "° (2c) 

 ^ 

V' P - o . (2d) 

A harmonic time dependence is assumed in all three 

treatments and complex field quantities E , B , D 

and H are defined such that 

~ior‘ ^ f titof* 
£ = Re { E e y (3a) 

(jf * FU{ B>e±"'wt } (3b) 

£) * Re {D e } (3c) 

% - Re{H e } . (3d) 
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Equations relating these complex fields can be obtained 

from Equations (1) or (2). These new equations are, in the 

case of K, 

+ iio B = o (4a) 

V • B =• o (4b) 

—6k •—■&*» 
V x H — XUJ D - o (4c) 

V-'P-o , (4d) 

where the upper choice of sign has been made in Equations 

(3). For G and E the new equations are 

t~ B (5a) 

V • B - o (5b) 

*x7T-( = o (5c) 

V- t> =o , (5d) 

where G makes the upper choice of sign and E the lower. The 

complex fields E, B, D and H will eventually be assumed to 

have a special z-dependence, G and E assuming that the com- 

plex field quantities are directly proportional to e , 

E making the upper sign choice and G the lower one, while 

K assumes the complex field quantities are directly pro- 
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portional to e , the two 2f's differing by a factor i. 

Equation sets (4) and (5) are not solvable in the form 

given. The constitutive relationships between the complex 

field quantities are needed. In K*s treatment, these rela¬ 

tionships are 

T?= 6 ^ (6a) 

and 

If = [^] T J 
where £ is a scalar and 

— •*'1^' o 

AJX O 

0.0 

(6b) 

(6c) 

It should be noted that the element in this tensor is 

distinct from the appearing in the descriptions of the 

other two treatments. Under K's assumptions Maxwell's 

Equations now become 

V * E ■+• i to H — o (7a) 

V • 1T ~ O (7b) 

V x n - i u> 6 E — o (7c) 

V • E =. O j (7d) 

M being defined in Equation (8c). 

The constitutive relationships between"E, If, Tf and If 
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in E's treatment are 

—*> 
t> =» e E 

and 

B - M H , 

(8a) 

(8b) 

where £ is a scalar and 

J-C O 

if-ift. p- 0 

o o f*n (8c) 

Here we have changed E's notation somewhat, in order to use 

the same symbols, as much as possible, in describing the 

treatments by E and G. Maxwell's Equations then become 

V » E - (9a) 

V-[^]TT = o 

 ► |»l 

(9b) 

V«H + ^eE =o (9c) 

•N 

0 II 

Hi •
 

t> (9d) 

where is given by Equation (8c). 

In G's treatment, the constitutive relationships are 

—> 

and 

t) * [e] E 

—* —> 
B 

(10a) 

(10b) 
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where 

and 

6 x.6 a. O 

e o 

o o e„ (10c) 

[ri = 

H- o 

K o 

o o KH • 
(10d) 

These are characteristic of a gyrotropic medium, with an 

applied DC magnetic field in the z-direction. Thus, Equa¬ 

tions (5) become 

—to r 
V X E + i- ctp-J H = O (lla) 

v • M It = o (lib) 

VK? - JL£[61(T = O (11c) 

V-[e] Ef =• o , (lid) 

where to and tH are given by Equations (10c) and (lOd), 
respectively. 

Before proceeding, some space will be devoted to a 

short discussion of some already apparent differences in 

the three treatments. The differences in the specific 

form of the time and z-dependence should cause no diffi¬ 

culty. Although the difference in systems of units should 

not cause any difficulty in the qualitative interpretation 
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of results, it is certainly of consequence when the solutions 

are used quantitatively. G's assumption through most of his 

treatment of a gyrotropic medium may be of some advantage. 

The fields for the gyrotropic medium can be used to find 

the gyroelectric solution, but the gyroelectric fields are 

also obtainable from the gyromagnetic fields by use of 

duality arguments. Because of this, and because of length¬ 

ening of expressions, one might conclude that the extra 

generality is not so much an advantage. However, for ob¬ 

taining the gyrotropic solution, as opposed to the gyro¬ 

electric one, the gyromagnetic expressions may have less 

use, and G's gyrotropic expressions may be indespensible. 

2.2 Comparison of the Analytical Approaches 

In beginning the discussion of the actual solutions, 

we first summarize the general pattern followed in each 

treatment and afterwards go into each in more detail. When 

Maxwell's Equations in any of the forms mentioned above 

are projected onto appropriate coordinate axes, each re¬ 

sulting scalar equation involves several field components. 

That is to say, a set of coupled differential equations is 

obtained. The problem then becomes one of how to solve 

such a set of differential equations. 

In general, we expect that one cannot produce from Max¬ 

well's Equations a truly equivalent set of six uncoupled 
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equations in the same six field components. Each author 

derives from Maxwell's Equations a set of fewer equations 

from which some of the field components have been elimi- 

nated. In E and K} the components that have been elimi¬ 

nated are expressed in terms of those that have not. Those 

that have not been eliminated are solved for, thus allowing 

the others to be found. G*s use of this smaller set of 

equations in finding the remaining components is less di¬ 

rect. In the particular gyrotropic and gyromagnetic cases 

we are considering here it is possible to obtain an equiv¬ 

alent pair of coupled equations in E2 and H^. G and K 

both accomplish this, but at this point their procedures 

depart. It is not possible in the situations treated here 

to find a pair of equivalent coupled equations in any other 

two field components, but E derives a set of four coupled 

equations in Ey, Ey and E^. After K and E obtain the 

smaller set of differential equations there are at least 

two ways to proceed. The problem can be changed to one of 

uncoupled differential equations in newly defined depend¬ 

ent variables which are linear combinations of the previous 

ones, or one may derive uncoupled equations in the field 

components which are not equivalent to the coupled ones. 

In the latter case, the uncoupled and coupled equations 

are used simultaneously to obtain correct solutions for 

the involved field components. 
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V7e take K's treatment first. The complex vector func¬ 

Whether or not the z-dependence is included does not essen¬ 

tially alter the development, and we will assume it is. 

Starting with Equations (6c) and (7), K separates the fields 

and the two curl equations into longitudinal and transverse 

partsj 

tions in K*s equations do not contain the z-dependence. 

(12b) 

(12a) 

* V Ej_ + X wy. Hi — u>(x x Hj. = (12c) 

A. £ x V H j. - Xio e E = ij c Vo. Hj , (12d) 

j, j 
After making the definitions k 2k'sw^n' , K = 

the following equations can be written: 

= K'LWj.Ha (13c) 

(13d) 

The first pair of these can be used to show that 



+• i * a * Vx { «o ( k;V - VO H £ - V Ea 1, (14a) 
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and the second pair can be used to show that 

CK “J> ) Hi. = C K y H 2r -t* lV(sJ%, hju) 

*""A.AjL.*Vi_^y^ w£ E 2 4- Y J He) * 

Equations (14a) and (14b) give the transverse components 

of the fields in terms of the longitudinal components. If 

one can nov; find E£ and H~, he has also essentially found 

E^ and It has already been commented that in this sit¬ 

uation E^ and can indeed be found relatively easily be¬ 

cause it is possible to reduce Equations (7) to a pair of 

coupled equations in E£ and H^.. To do this, K uses the 

equations V*E aC> andV*BcO, and Equations (14a) and (14b), 

to obtain 

At this point, we leave K*s treatment, and proceed to Efs. 
to 

After making the definition k= , E uses his Equa¬ 

tions (9a) and (9c) to obtain the equation 

and 

(16) 

We see that these are really three coupled equations in 

E„, E0 and E-,.. One also may note that Equation (9d), ^7-lT-O, x y c 
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follows from this equation. We saw above that K shows that 

Ej. and Hj_ can be obtained from E? and H£. From E*s Equa¬ 

tion (9a) above we see that H can be found from E: 

H* « -■£- [KT'v*!’'. (17) 

Equations (16) are a simplification over Equations (9) in 

that the numbers of equations and unknowns have been re¬ 

duced. The problem of solving Equations (9) has essentially 

been reduced to the problem of solving Equations (16). A 

set of equivalent uncoupled equations for Ex, Ey and Ee 

cannot be found for the present situation. E does derive 

-—>S 

a set of three uncoupled equations in the components of E, 

but these are not equivalent to Equations (16). 

irorn Equations (16) and the resulting identity 

E obtains a set of four equations: 

[eC +MS (E<t6y)= (A A )E2 

fewNM, VIN- (H- k) 1 (E*-Ey) = (M-Mj-k) §5 (fx ) E a 

[ek.*+M vx
x + CM - k) £ J E a = k §1 (& _i i)( E, + E y) 

rskj4-H7i%CM*k^jEa=-k^(f, + l^)(E,-ey) , 

where Ms , KE ^^ and M^E i/p„ . One of these 

equations can be derived from the others and is therefore 

not independent of them. This set of equations is equiva 

(18a) 

(18b) 

(18c) 

(18d) 
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lent to Equations (16). The general solution for E given 

by these equations, and the resulting H obtained by Equa¬ 

tion (17) will be identical to the general solution of the 

original Maxwell*s Equations (9). Using the four Equations 

(18) E obtains the three equations 

b( ~o (19a) 

L^y^O (19b) 

L(E£) = O , (19c) 

where L = ■ H- 

ft,, 

t’--L 

Hu 3+ t bu \ _ 1 
H- +1 +l ) y

l ±— 
' a**- 

6H'I 
y L -*- ^ ^ © H" %

 

1
 \ 

3. 
(20) 

Here, we have taken L as given in E*s paper, substituted 

for M, M3, and K, and performed some simplification. 

Although the general solution of Equations (16) and the 

general solution of Equations (18) are the same, and al¬ 

though all of the solutions of (16) and (18) are also solu¬ 

tions of Equations (19), not all of the solutions for E 

obtained from Equations (19) are solutions of Equations 

(16) and (18). But, any solution of Equations (19) that is 

a solution of Equations (18) is also a solution of Equations 

(16). The set of Equations (16) and the set of equations 

made up of Equations (18) together with Equations (19) are 

therefore equivalent sets. Furthermore, Equations (18a) 
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and (18b) can be obtained from Equations (18c), (18d) and 

(19), so that any solution of Equations (18c), (18d) and 

(19) is a solution of all four of Equations (18) and of 

Equations (19). Thus, if E can find the set of solutions 

satisfying (18c), (18d) and (19) he will have found the 

solutions of Equations (16). 

Now we. take up G's treatment of the problem, beginning 

with Equations (11). G makes the definition k»H. as 

does E. He then writes Equations (11) in component form: 

d y d *2: 

^ ^ ^2- i it . » . i 
   ~r— +• + ^ L'L H y ~ o 

«. Mu He so 
ax ay 

K! 
^ >11/ -) x . 

— +    J + A- x >y / 
/ aWy ^Ux \ 
— —r ) +• Mu • x ax ay ' ' a* 

*—£ - - JL k„ £ Ex +- ko to. Ey = o 
ay a2 * 7 

2x 
— ko <=a» Ex — i ko 2 Ey — O 

T — *r~ <*• ko Eg — o ax ay 

. agy \ , • e s a S~x \ 
6 ( 4- -r—— ) + ^ ( — r—• ) *t* v a x ay / ay / 

(21a) 

(21b) 

(21c) 

:0 (21d) 

(21e) 

(21f) 

(21g) 

(21h) 

pair of 

3x * ' ax ay ' 3s 

G first uses these equations to obtain a coupled 

equations in E^ and H^. These two equations are 

7^* * j~i + T 77? + 6,1 HiEs + (fr +£) yj s ° (22a) 
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' ■** . + -— + «Co Uti €x Wa. ko Et| ( —r- 4- ——•) . _ — O (22b) iv* ^2- M- ill r ‘ ^ V €r M- • 5a ' • ' 5x% 5y 

where £ - 

H- 5* 

It is not G*s aim to first express Ej_ and Hx in terms of Eg 

and H2, solve Equations (22), and then find Ej_ and IIX. 

Instead, G's method for solving the original eight coupled 

equations, two of which can be found from the other six, is 

to use Equations (22) to get six uncoupled equations in the 

components of E and H. This he accomplishes by first com¬ 

bining Equations (22) to obtain L(E,) = 0, where 

L E Vo. + M'l ^ Hu \ ry I ^ 
) m + (e» HL+MI. 6X) v± 

(23) + 2. ho Gn \J|t Cl +■ ) “— +* k« Eli Mil Ej. , 
^ 6p- ' 52s- 

Note that if £u is set to £ and £<*, is set to zero in Equa¬ 

tion v.23), G’s operator L will differ from E's only by a 

factor of . Next, it is shown by a duality argument 
—> 

that L(H£)SO . Then, by using an equation for E^ in terms 

of E£ and H2 derived for this purpose, G shows that L(EX) = 

L(Ey”) - O .At last, by using a duality argument, G 

concludes that L(HX) sLCMy) =• O . This treatment there¬ 

fore shows so far a tendency to involve all the components 

on an equal basis, rather than first centering efforts on a 

few, such as E£ and Hg. for K, and E for E. As has been 

stated earlier, one cannot find a single equation involving 

any single component that is equivalent to Equations (11) 
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as far as that single component is concerned. The six un¬ 

coupled equations mentioned above lead to some solutions 

that fail to satisfy Maxwell's Equations (11). G has ob¬ 

tained equations that can be solved relatively easily, but 

they lead to some incorrect solutions. What has happened 

is similar to what happened in E's treatment. In obtain- 

ing the uncoupled equations, some information about E and 

H has been lost. How is this problem remedied? E and H 

must satisfy not just the uncoupled equations but also 

some other relationships obtained from Equations (21). It 

is here that the two previous treatments are easier to 

follow. It will be seen that K's use of more formal 

methods of solving coupled equations eliminates the occur¬ 

rence of any uncoupled equations. E does not avoid the 

fourth-order uncoupled equations, but his elimination of the 

resulting incorrect solutions is more logical. 

2.3 Completion of Each Treatment 

The final part of each of the three solutions will now 

be discussed, taking K first. The problem has been reduced 

by K to one of solving Equations (15). K defines two new 

functions, U! and u^, such that 

Ej - f>.*. + Pz-U* (24a) 

Ha =q,.u,-i-^vu.3, , (24b) 
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and then shows that 

+ s, VLX = o 

VJL U. x. -t- SiiCj. =o 

Ca.-t-c') +• fCa+ 4 
S, c 

S, = 
(CL+O - [to. -c.')*- + 4bd 

Pt = s, 

Px= 

%• = (s.-^S./b 

(25a) 

(25b) 

(25c) 

(25d) 

(25e) 

(25f) 

(25g) 

^ , (25h) 

where a H IOWH-— ) + , b s. •£- , cs/'w'-ufi+K1) - 
h4* v » / M* 

and d = u>Ve *5* 
r'- 

h** * ' ~ ' ’ ~ /*• ’ ~ \ ~ f ~ - / p. 

K requires that the determinant of the 

coefficients in Equations (24) be non-zero. This means 

that for each pair E£ and H£ there is only one possible 

pair u, and u^. Differential equations for u, and ux can 

be arrived at by substituting Equations (24) into the two 

coupled equations in E2 and H^, Equations (15). This leads 

to 

p, +• (ap^by)u,+ pz-V^u,. + (*-p* + = o (26a) 

Vx-u,+ (pt> + dP,')u, + + (5%^+dp2.) eta. —O . (26b) 

Assuming 
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+ b^ ~s» p, a.pz + b^z = stpi 

dP»+cV =5,^, dpz.-l-C^i = $2.%{ , 
(27) 

where s, and are at this point arbitrary constants of 

proportionality, K obtains the two equations 

p, (ViUt + S.uO + pj. (ViUj.+ SzUi.) =o (
28a) 

%> (Vi.'-ul + SlU,') + = O, (28b) 

which lead, because of the conditions on p( , qt , p^ and q^, 

to Equations (25a) and (25b). 

These equations for u, and ut are uncoupled, as Equa¬ 

tions (15) for Eg and H^. were not. From Equations (27) in¬ 

volving Sj and s^ we can obtain 

CL-si b " ?r (29a) 

- O 
d c-s, (29b) 

CL-Si b K (30a) 

= o 

d C-Sz. (30b) 

the first pair meaning that p, and q, are zero, the second 

meaning the same for pz and q2, unless the determinant in 

each pair is zero. If p, , q, , p2, qx are identically zero, 

though, Eg. and are forced to be identically zero. We 
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must therefore require that 

c o, 
(31) 

conditions leading to Equations (25c) and (25d) for s, and 

s^, and therefore making (25a) and (25b) solvable. One 

now must determine p, , pt, q, and qt or knowing u, and uz 

will tell us little about Ea and Hg.. 

From Equations (29) and (30) only the ratios of q, to 

p, and q2 to p2 can be determined. We have no other infor¬ 

mation about these four constants, since p, qt~ pxq, =. o 

adds nothing to the information given by Equations (29) and 

(30). From equations (29) and (30) we can obtain 

(CL-S,) p, 4- =0 and C^-Sa.) PJ, + = O 

a - s, 

I 
 

l d 
1
 
 

<f et c det 

d c- s, d t-Sj. 

or 

and V* CSx-Op*/b * 

Equations (24) become 

E* = p.w-i + pzito. (32a) 

. (32b) 
t> b 

K chooses p, = st and pt = s:, which leads to Equations 

(25e) through (25h). 
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Solutions for Equations (25a) and (25b) are presented 

here without discussion: 

Also, by making use of Equations (25c) and (25d), and by 

using our definitions of a, b, c, and d, we can write 

It will be seen that other constants connected with r- 

dependence that are encountered later bear close resemblance 

to these. 

Using Equations (14), and knowing E2 and H&, the other 

four components can be written. In a cylindrical coordinate 

system we find: 

U-i — A | Tiw ( s, s 

U-jt. =• A 2_ 7iy» o. 

X m tp +. # g 

x tvi tp + ^ 2: 

Eg. = •{ s, A( T™ (s/v) + sx Az. (*/**'')} e. 
Xmtf -t-Tf 2: 

(33a) 

(33b) 
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Ev = ~CA,3^t^ + At3V,CsJr*^]+iJ^/[(u>x6CK-^)+y*- 

-sj) sfuA, Xm (s,^)*6**6 (n- )+Vx-sa) s/‘AxX» 6/V)]} e (33d) 

C (V^H- + V^-sOs/^AiX^CSiV) 4- + **• 

- 50 s^A*. 7j» (ppr') ] - w 6 a tA, Tn-Cs/S 4 A*J„ ,.)] J e 
(33e) 

s £i c XviCs^O + C'-vZ&h+'tx-s*)Az J^)l 

- A W 6 [4, S *• j,' £/**•) + Ai. s/*- JVCs/v) ] } e 
X>nif 

(33f) 

These expressions resemble strongly those that are obtained 

from the treatments by G and E. The differences are due to 

difference in t- and z-dependence and to difference in 

systems of units. 

We now move on to E. Equations (19) and Equations (18c) 

and (18d) are equivalent to Equations (16), and to Equa¬ 

tions (19) so far as Ex> Ey, E£ are concerned. E has two 

possible alternatives at this point. He can first find 

solutions for E^, Ey and E£ such that Equations (19) are 

satisfied and then further constrain these solutions to 

satisfy Equations (18c) and (18d). Or he can find E^, Ey 

and Es such that Equations (18c) and (18d) are satisfied 

and then constrain these solutions in such a way that they 

also satisfy Equations (19). He makes the second choice. 

Without losing any information about Ex, Ey and E^., Equa¬ 

tions (18c) and (18d) can be changed to an equation re- 
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lating EJJ and £y, and another equation re¬ 
lating E£ to and Ey can be obtained. These are 

and 

5 Ex *>Ej* 
17 5y * T& (34b) 

The next step is to assume the special z-dependence men¬ 

tioned earlier. Equations (34a) and (34b) then become 

It is to be remembered that all one now need do is make 

sure that E^, Ey and E^ satisfy all of Equations (35a), (35b) 

and (19). 

V7e now depart from E*s treatment in form, although 

not in substance, because his treatment at this point is 

difficult to justify. As is shown in a similar situation in 

the discussion of the new solution in Section 3, the com¬ 

ponents Ex and Ey will satisfy Equation (35a) if we force 

both to satisfy the equations 

+ (£k.i-MV*-+ = o (35a) 

and 

(35b) 

(36a) 
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and 

EY = (i,r£j+"t'sV)7r. <36b> 

in which *TT is a new function upon which no restrictions 

have yet been placed, and in which irs j 

<r= - — v2, and . If we pick E-» 
hh*- f*- 

so that 

Ez = - Y^xTT, (36c) 

E* then satisfies Equations (18c) and (18d). Equations 

(19) indicate no interdependence of Ex, Ey and E2t but 

Equations (36) re-establish this interdependence. To force 
   
E to also satisfy Equations (19), E simply requires that 

LCTO-O . (37) 

The set of IT satisfying Equation (37) is the same set that 

causes E as given by Equations (36) to satisfy Equations 

(19). 

Once (18c), (18d) and (19) are satisfied, the desired 

E will have been found. The problem has thus become one of 

finding "IP. Once TT is known, one can find E by using 

Equation (36) to write 

icr -t- o 

*<r 

o 

o 

. <r z — v,x x 

VTT 

(38a) 

i 
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It is shown in the appendices that by using Equations (17) 

and (38a) one can also write 

Although Equations (38) have been derived by working in 

rectangular coordinates, it can be shown that they also 

hold in cylindrical coordinates. The operator L can be ex 

pressed in cylindrical coordinates as well, and the solu¬ 

tion in cylindrical coordinates of Equation (37) is dis¬ 

cussed by E [3] and by G [4j. The general result is given 

by 

Realizing that in cylindrical coordinates E, H and VTT 

C iCj. o 

-J-Ct Cl o vir 

o o c3 
(38b) 

where 
C ——- [ k-* pc- - r1- + ti2-] 3 Cz. 

|C# 
antj 

7 *• 
X . 

ir => [ A,X.C*,*-') +• (39a) 

where 

are given by 
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Er Hi- 

H
* 

1
 

 

—> 
E - Eif i H = H«f Qnd S7TT = 

. 2rr 

E* H* iH 
£2 

— — — - 
* M 

and using Equations (38) and (39) and the definitions of cr, 

X > C| »%,» an<3 Cg , we write the fields in more explicit 

form: 

a - Jw (x,ir) +A>. JM (**r)J *■ 7 t (H’Npj.-y 

(40a) 

Eif a •1' {(k0 6 pj,^^7) ^-l A( JJM ( ^ i *')(ko*J"no (t^«,V*) 

+- 7T ^ a C A» ^ C^r) +- Ai Tm (*i*) 3} e 
i(mif+V a) 

(40b) 

Hi. H- (40c) 

H  L L SI 
^ Hi- R Aj • / y \ 

-fc^Ma-Aa. J^(**r)] + €k<>Ha.-7'[/i,a'w(if.r)+A^(«:xt;)]}e ^ (40d) 

Htf = - A V ~~~ •|ek0Ha.f At Xv, (^i^)-t- Ka-At. T- C(k* pe 

—^I*0AIXM -Y*"**><J.)Aa.J"«6^*03 J*^ * (4Qe) 

H z = i f - —-- -{( k^e- * ’•-*»*■) X,1- A, 0^ (*,0 Hx kof»« l 

4-(ko^pe —Tfl~^z’)iit‘Aa. %r»i J 
X (^Cf 4* V 2) 

e 

(40f) 
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At a sacrifice of space, we have written the fields in de¬ 

tail for the sake of comparing them with the other results. 

We now return to G's equations, 

As mentioned earlier, these six equations are uncoupled, 

but they are not equivalent to Equations (11). Equations 

(41) are essential to G's treatment, but certain other 

equations obtained from Equations (21) must be used in con¬ 

junction with them if a set of equations that is equivalent 

to Equations (11) is to be found. Or one might say that 

Equations (21) must be used again to provide information 

about E and H over and above that given by Equations (41). 

G gets from Equations (21) an equation relating Ex and Ey: 

L(e*> O 
L(Ef ) * O 

L(Ei) = 0 

l(H*)= o 

(_ ( Hy) * O 

UH^o 

(41a) 

(41b) 

(41c) 

(41d) 

(41e) 

(41£) 

(42a) 

where 

(42c) 

(42b) 

These equations are closely related to Equation (34a) used 
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by E 

There is an implicit assumption by G here that any 

solution of Equations (41) and (42a) is a solution of Equa¬ 

tions (11) and that any solution of Equations (11) is also 

a solution of Equations (41) and (42a). Therefore, finding 

all solutions of (41) and (42a) is equivalent to finding 

all solutions of Equations (11). Here E’s treatment has an 

advantage over G*s because E's similar use of the equation 

corresponding to (42a) is better justified. 

Equation (42a) will always be satisfied by Ex and Ey 

if Ey and Ey satisfy the equations 

U-'- (Tt-SI,')Tr > one obtains in place of Equations (43) 

(43a) 

and 

(43b) 

where no restrictions have yet been placed on 'TT, . If 

another function, IT , is defined in terms of TT' such that 

T£,+iSEy =(T*-sn (44a) 

and 

1SEX-TEy ^ (T
fc-Sx) yv£ 

3X 
(44b) 

because ^ [ (T^S^TT] = (T^-S1
-) 

& CCT^-S^TT] = Cri-SJ-)!£ * 
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One can now see that if Ex and Ey are given by 
p ^ ^ • Q 3 IT E* = r Tv + <"s Tx (45a) 

and 

E^ = isl7''Tf ’ <«b> 

Equations (44) are true. Thus, when Ex and Ey are given 

by Equations (45), Ex and Ey satisfy Equation (42a). Eg. 

and H can be found from Ex and Ey and can thus be expressed 

in terms of “ir also: 

Ea = if - a 3 'i \M- / (45c) 

U = 2- V^TT (45d) 

Hx = m +M i2L (45e) 

Hv * -N -e ¥JL , (45f) 

where H s [K'o ^ 

» H k.6(£*£0 • 
The set of E and H satisfying Equations (41) and Equa¬ 

tion (42a) and the set satisfying Equations (11) are the 

same. So we must find the set satisfying (41) and (42a). 

If E and H are given by Equations (45), no restric¬ 

tions being placed on TT , Ex and Ey satisfy Equation (42a). 

Furthermore, all Ex and Ey satisfying Equation (42a) are 
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generated by Equations (45a) and (45b). This means Equa¬ 

tion sets (41) and (45) are also equivalent to Equations 

(11). Once Equations (45) are satisfied the components can 

be made to satisfy Equations (41) as V7ell by requiring that 

L(TT) = 0. It can be shown further that Equations (41) are 

satisfied only in the case that L(TT) = 0. Therefore, the 

set of components given by Equations (45) corresponding to 

the set of all IT such that L(TT) = 0 is the solution set 

for Equations (11). G has now reduced the problem to one 

of finding the solutions of L(n) = 0. Once again, the 

result is, in cylindrical coordinates, 

ir = , (*6a) 

where Y? and vJi are given by 

ii{Ce (e. Mx-ej.Hu) - CV - S') >*) ■*+ Wife, M« (46b ) 

G's expressions for the gyrotropic fields can then be ob¬ 

tained from Equations (45) in a straight forward manner. 

Since G*s treatment will produce the gyrotropic fields, it 

has an advantage over the first two treatments. Since the 

gyromagnetic field expressions are presently more useful, 

and since we are comparing the gyromagnetic solutions, we 

will not repeat the gyrotropic solution from Gfs treatment. 
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G*s expressions for E and H in the gyroraagnetic case 

can be obtained from Equations (40) by changing to -V and 

+o -p*.» an^ by multiplying by jxx . Equations (38b) give 

Y-\~ and K* . 
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3. The New Solution 

The fourth treatment begins with Gfs form of Maxwell’s 

Equations, Equations (11). A gyrotropic set of parameters 

is assumed. Equations (11) are written in the form (21). 

From these the coupled Equations (22) are obtained. Altern¬ 

atively, one can obtain Equations (22) in a manner similar 

to that by which K obtained Equations (15). The informa¬ 

tion about Et and H£ Contained in the coupled equations (22) 

is equivalent to that given by Equations (11). We have 

seen that K was able to solve for "E^ and in terms of Ez 

and H2. That will be done here, also, but in a different 

manner. If Ez and He can be found, therefore, Ex and Hj, 

will become known. The solution for E^ and will be dis¬ 

cussed later. 

From Equations (21) we rewrite the four equations 

+ X kt, p H* - ktf Ua. Hy = o (47a) 

4- koP<j. H* + =o cX ' (47b) 

_ Xk0zEx 4- kc =,o 
02: 1 (47c) 

ill* _ 
- kofccuEx -JLk„G £y (47 d) 

All field components are now assumed to be proportional to 
-JLVs 

e , the same convention adopted by G. Then Equations 

(44) become 
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+ s.% Ey + i Ito P- H X. - k<,Hy = O (48a) 

Ex - + ko pa. H X + i ko ft My si O (48b) 

- ifo> e£* kt> Ey s. o (48c) 

-i*.HX - ^ -k.6a.Ex -Xlc. 6Ey SO , (48d) 

or, by rearranging, 

-i«Ex + k0 p*. MJC 4-ikpp.Hy 
5£e 

—Ji.'jf Ey - i hop. Hx 4* k* po, Hy 
a7 

-kc>£c^£x * - ike. 6 Ey - i V H* 11 

<U
| ^

 
I*

 
- i V My 

an* 
xk06 Ex - k.6fcEy 

" >y 

These can be expressed in the form 

a* 

aeg 

*9 

aji* 

. 

(48a) 

(48b) 

(48c) 

(48d) 

(49) 

This is a set of four linear algebraic simultaneous equa¬ 

tions in Ex, Ey, Hx, and Hy. To obtain them one has to 

assume the special exponential z-dependence. [F] has the 

form 
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o +• k© pA. +• ikcfx 

o ~x% - jLKo J-t- + kt-pa. 

- kc -i-kcfc -XI O 

+ i “ ko 6 a. o - i. 

If [F] * exists we can write 

- - 
£x 

£y 
. f 

Fr' ‘ L TJ 

2»Ma 

J>V _ 

which can also be written as 

■ [•=]" 

^j.Ea 

—> 
_HJL_ \7xH a 

(50) 

(51) 

Thus far, our independent variables have been x, y and z, 

the rectangular coordinates, and the field vectors have been 

projected onto the rectangular axes. But we will be inter¬ 

ested in situations in which the boundary conditions are 
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more easily expressed in a cylindrical coordinate system. 
•—2* 

If Ea> H_L and are expressed in cylindrical coordinates, 

Equations (51) will still hold. Thus, we have 

^ t £ 

p i- £—> tp 

- H'1 

V- 3 If 

HK' 

- r J 

a** 

Ll i Mu 
H(^ 

r dtp 
„ — 

(52) 

All that remains in describing the dependence of E^, E^>, 

Hh and on Eg and is determination of the elements of 

LF]" . We denote [F] ‘ by [G]. Then, the determinant of 

[F], which is denoted by A , is given by A ^ V **- (><& 

+ atu")4-k*(6£-&*•)H?") , and the elements of [G] are given 

by 

CT,J = 1 'i £ z&zj.-Cr33 - Cf *H (53a) 

Gr,3. - ~^V+ =~ Crx\ - G'iH- =- (53b) 

G-13 ~ k„{ (53c) 

G-,* = ik*}x{V- /A = - Crz3 (53d) 

£3l 
= + (e*-^)}/A = G*z (53e) 

(732. = "i k®£ -^3 z- k« €x ^ JA — ~ • 
(53f) 
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Going back to the coupled equations for E- and H^, we 

recall that they are equivalent in these two components to 

Maxwell's Equations (11). One first eliminates between 

these two equations and then E£ to obtain 

L-CE&)=° (54a) 

L(M2') = 0 3 (54b) 

where L has been given earlier in Equation (23). The 

fourth solution here again differs from the other three. 

Only K solved for E£ and before the other components, 

and the present solution differs even from his. Although 

the operator L can be expressed as a product of two second 
If- 

order operators in spite of the general z-dependence , we 

rewrite L, taking into account the special z-dependence 

already assumed! 

**2.k* (l* ) If1 + ko ^ii pn . 

The factored form of this operator is repeated here: 

L , (55) 

where X* and xt are given by Equation (46b). This gives 

US 

{(v^+x.XviN-^)} =o 

G states that this cannot be accomplished. 

(56a) 
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and 

=o . (56b) 

These uncoupled equations are not equivalent to Equations 

(22). By converting the coupled second order equations to 

uncoupled fourth order ones we have been able to get an 

idea of the general form of the solution. But some of the 

solutions of Equations (56) are not correct. The Eg and 

we are looking for must be solutions of both sets of Equa¬ 

tions (22) and (56), not just the uncoupled set. Only the 

solution set of Equations (22) is the correct set. We know 

that this set is a subset of the solutions of Equations 

(56). This means that we are allowed first to find the 

solutions of (56) and then "screen" them by requiring that 

they -iso satisfy either Equation (22a) or Equation (22b). 

Some of them will not. 

The general solution of Equation (56a) is , where 

= O and ( Vi?- . This implies that 

Ej. = E21 + E2i= [A (*,/) + B TvnOc^] (57a) 

Similarly, the general solution of Equation (56b) is 

H z. - H 21 + H2.2 “ £ C. JVn + D (M.t.t^)!£. . (57b) 

We now go back and ask that these solutions for E£ and H£ 

also satisfy either Equation (22a) or Equation (22b). When 
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we do this we will find that the constants of integration 

in the expression for E£ become related to those in the ex¬ 

pression for H^. This relationship is really the same re¬ 

gardless of which two second order equations we use, but 

one form of the relationship may have an advantage over the 

other in a particular situation. First, we give Equations 

(22a) and (22b) for the case of exponential z-dependence: 

These equations hold for cylindrical as well as rectangular 

coordinates. Placing the above expressions (57a) and (57b) 

for E, and Hg. into Equation (58a) and making use of the 

fact that 

Assuming K, , this equation leads to the conclusion 

that the coefficients of Jm(>qi-) and Jm(v!|.r) must be identi¬ 

cally zero: 

(59) 

one obtains 

C Oo e,. M* - fr vt?*) A -XVk.H,, Cfr + c 3 ^ + 

CCt"6„MjL- (60a) 

— ¥X-K|*)A -° 
(61a) 
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On the other hand, if we substitute expressions (57a) and 

(57b) into Equation (58b) we obtain 

t£k.*H.ej. ' £.*■-- xf-H *iV k.t„ (. r + ^)A]31.(K,r--) + 

[ (k= Ml, tj. - D -11* ko S|, (,% (£)B]JI»CW) (60b) 
ss O * 

Once again assuming Xx / M-j, one can conclude from Equation 

(60b) that 

Ck/ji.6,.- ^ll*-K,0C4iVk.61, (r+Ks)A=o (61c) 

+ • (61d) 

We nov; have a pair of linear, homogeneous equations 

in A and C and a pair in B and D: 

*o (62a) 

i# ko6„ £ Sl-»^,Z’)C -o (62b) 

-!*¥*--X»*)B -i*k*n„ (|:+*£)&»<> (62c> 

iXk0£lt (£+ +(1CC
X
H„6X-*!**•-*i)t> = c> . (62d) 

At first glance, these equations seem to indicate that A, 

B, C and D are all identically zero, meaning that all the 

field components would be identically zero, but further 

investigation shows that each of the determinants of these 

simultaneous pairs is zero under conditions (46b) on 
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and Xt . This also means that (62a) contains the same in¬ 

formation about A and C as (62b) does and that a similar 

statement about (62c) and (62d) is true. We have 

C. i*"-'ii3' C. . M-') 

A 4tkoMu(^+^) A **•-*,*- 

and 

b _ kfdupx - 'e^z-v>-xz _b_ ^ *k06» k d H- / 
B ,i< k<> p„ (§=■»• B 

Requiring that the independent solutions for Ee and H£from 

Equations (56) satisfy Equations (58) leads to the expected 

relationships between the two components. We choose 

c =- 
. vu 
/,t;k&6.uV£” juu / 

tilt 
4 on3 8 =. 

.YkoP„ ( Ifi + 

h d ii p X - €« P-vc^ 
£ 

This leads from Equations (53a) and (53b) to 

/• x^koHu ('e‘+^') .N xCmi(-Tf2) 
Ee - ( A ■» l) J^(*i.n) e. 

N L ^ G.I „x w x V 
= ..Px" 

7. 
2- 

(63a) 

and 

A#   

This E£ and Hg comprise the general solution to Equa¬ 

tions (11) for these two components. We are now ready to 

find ET and If from them through Equations (52). The result¬ 

ing expressions are derived and written in the appendices for 

purposes of reference and comparison. They are first 

written for the gyrotropic case and then for the gyromag- 

(vc,r) + b X"(rt*r))e 
* C/*1 2^ 

(63b) 
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netic case, pa,=o and - • 
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4. Discussion of Applicability of Each 

Solution to Special Cases 

Only the fourth solution is designed to apply to 

special sets of parameters as well as to general sets. 

However, a comparison of the applicabilities of all four 

general solutions will be made for two special cases: The 

case of cut-off and the case of isotropic parameters. Al¬ 

though the first three solutions are not intended for 

these special cases, they can be shown to be valid for them. 

One must be aware, however, of certain modifications that 

must first be made in the forms of the first three solu¬ 

tions. Mention will also be made of the applicability of 

the gyrotropic results given by G and by our nev; treatment 

to the cut-off case. There is some advantage in having a 

general solution that can be relatively easily applied to 

certain special cases. Otherwise, there would be little 

reason for introducing the new solution and for making the 

following comparisons. 

Returning to the field expressions given by K, Equa¬ 

tions (33), we first examine the case o . Let us look, 

for instance, at the expression for E*., Equation (33c). 

In the second of the two groups of terms there is a division 

by . For Eh to remain finite (s, -a)A, and (si-a)Az must 

approach zero as 'i approaches zero. For general sets of 

u> > , e , and fand from the definitions of 
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s, and s^, we can expect either s, -a or s7i>-a to approach 
, s,-a, 

zero V7ith 5 , but not both. Therefore either — or 
0 

S3. 
—-  will become infinite. We can expect the same sort 

of difficulty with Hg and E^,. The disadvantage in the form 

of Kfs general solution is that one may be misled into the 

belief that the %= O situation is not allowed or that K's 

expressions for the fields are incorrect. The problem can 

be avoided by requiring that either A, or Az> whichever is 

appropriate, be proportional to ^ , a step which is com¬ 

pletely rigorous. If s, -a approaches zero as V approaches 

zero, is made proportional to If sz-a approaches 

zero as approaches zero, Ax is made proportional to X . 

If the former case occurs, for instance, making Aa propor¬ 

tional to does not eliminate all the difficulty. The 

as V approaches zero is still in question. lirait of —-— 

This question can be settled satisfactorily, but it would 

be more convenient if the difficulty did not occur at all. 

For the sake of emphasis, we will mention once more that 

we are investigating the applicability of the four general 

solutions to special cases for which the first three were 

not intended. 

Now consider the application of the very similar gen¬ 

eral solutions obtained by G and E to the same special 

case. Refer to Equations (40). At first glance, there is 

no difficulty with Er, E^ and H£. But the other three com¬ 

ponents apparently become identically zero, because each 

involves a multiplication by V . Once again, there is a 
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possibility of being led to the wrong conclusion about the 

V -O fields. The problem can be avoided by making At 

or As. or both inversely proportional to V . We will 

state without proof here that only one of the constants 

can be made inversely proportional to X , and the choice of 

which constant it is to be depends on certain of the mater¬ 

ial parameters. 

The applicability of the fourth solution to the case 

has been discussed in the appendix. Assuming that fJu — pa. 

is less than zero, there is no difficulty whatsoever in¬ 

volved in setting X equal to zero. The extraction of the 

special case is very straight forward. This is because of 

a choice made earlier in the expressions relating the orig¬ 

inal arbitrary constants in the new treatment. If pu-po. is 

greater than zero, a new choice is required. In any case, 

if one is careful to note the definition of oc , there 

should be no misleading results. The new, general gyro- 

tropic solution has also been applied to the 't-O case in 

Appendix I, and this application can be seen to present 

less difficulty than that of Gfs gyrotropic expressions to 

the same case. 

Let us now compare the solutions on the basis of the 

isotropic case. Referring back to Equations (33) and the 

definitions of s, and sa, we see first that for the iso¬ 

tropic set of parameters, ju/ will become zero. This 
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parameter appears in a denominator in the expressions for 

Hz, Er, E^, Hj* and Hv. In all of these cases the numera¬ 

tors will also approach zero as p/ does. There should be 

nothing misleading about this, but the apparent need for 

the taking of limits arises. In an analytical attempt to 

obtain the isotropic fields from Equations (33), the re- 

suit can be shown to depend in part on the ratio — . 

For parameters approaching the isotropic values, this 

ratio can have any value from negative infinity to positive 

infinity. A similar situation arises in the discussion of 
f*- -p. 2: 

the new solution in Appendix I. A value for ——— must 

simply be assumed before isotropic expressions can be ob¬ 

tained. 

Moving on to the general expressions given by E and G, 

Equations (40), it can be seen that every component appears 

to become zero when jJLa. is set to zero and jx is set to . 

Once again, this can be misleading. To obtain the correct 

boundary-conditionless isotropic fields analytically, one 

must again make special assumptions about A, and A^. Or, 

the difficulty can be partially removed by multiplying all 

the components by . In either case, there still re¬ 

main certain quotients whose limits are uncertain because 
Ku-H- 

of the uncertainty of the value of ——  in the isotropic 
a. 

limit. This uncertainty, however, does not prevent one from 

obtaining the correct solution. 
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It should be mentioned at this point that the uncer¬ 

tainty in is due to lack of restriction placed on 

the parameters involved by the single assumption being 

made - that the isotropic parameters are being approached. 

An investigation of the factors determining these param¬ 

eters might well lead to more knowledge about the limit 

approached by the quotient. 

A discussion of the application of the new or fourth 

solution to the isotropic case has been given in Appendix I. 

The expressions are written in such a way that their appli¬ 

cation to this special case is more straightforward than 

for the first three solutions. 
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5. Discussion and Conclusions 

We have written the general gyromagnetic solutions as 

obtained from each of the four treatments. There is much 

resemblance among the first three results, while the new 

one is of significantly different appearance. Application 

of each solution has been carried out for two special cases: 

cut-off and isotropy. A comparison of the solutions on the 

grounds of these applications has shown that the fourth so¬ 

lution is more suitable. In addition, G briefly mentions 

the gyrotropic case, but the application of the new-treat- 

ment gyrotropic solution to the two special cases is again 

more convenient. Furthermore, the fact that the fourth 

solution reduces to the correct expressions in these special 

cases is partial verification of it. 

Certain steps in the new solution are different from 

those seen by the author elsewhere, and may make the fourth 

solution more appealing and more straight-forward to some 

readers. The treatment makes it very clear that just as in 

elementary waveguide analysis the transverse field compon¬ 

ents can be solved for in terras of the longitudinal ones 

without invoking scalar potentials. 
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6. Appendix I 

6.1 Derivation of E* and H* in the New Solution 

We now rewrite Equations (52) 

H*. 
- [&] 

I 

>*• 
JL 

where [G] has the form 

and 

Gr., Cix G-,3 

G-ii Cri3 

GT3| &3Z G'lT. 

“ (T32. ~GM* Cru 

J 

6-H = • 

H
1
 

>** 
\ 

l 
>
o
 fc* Cue + H«.£cJ)] / A 

(^2. - -irk* Cv-°-G 

- ho £ YVx -*• k/’eo. CK’'-I^ 

= i kP pc *■- k^e HJ-] jA 

&3» ~ - k0 [yx
 6a. + fcJVx(efc-el) 

Qjl = -x!c*e[y x-k0
z^ ej»] J A 

(i.i) 

(1.2) 

(1.3a) 

(1.3b) 

(1.3c) 

(1.3d) 

(1.3e) 

(1.3f) 

1 
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being given by 

Z) = (1.4) 

We also have 

 
1

 
o/

f ^
 

^I
tT

' 

[^A|V| TM (xtr) + iY ke,}^,| % AZKI. ^ ^ ^ 

J_ 
V* Slf i?[> J“M (M -12^ Hll S Ai. O*M(K^)]^

0
"* 

ZV' 
£-k0 €„ £ K| At Xu (<,»-) + Xi AJ. XV» 6<.r) ) d' v ^ 

_L Mi 
[-iVk0 6« $ A, ;uGvW Az e/'0>ll/'?a') 

where % « ( )/( kJ'Mn # z- K ,0 

and A and D have been renamed as A, and A^ , respectively. 

The s-x field components then become 

£z ~ I Om(K,r) - p1(<£ Az J»v>(X2*')} c. ^ ^ ^ (1,6a) 

£|r- = ko Y *JT C^<tt,€4p£A. - ^IIP-(^1_f'o^px") At J>w(k’i^) (1« 6b) 

” ■— ko Q p- O ~ k» £ Hi.") 4 Y3- ko” Hu (HA fc 4- p CO.) S 3 A2. J"►MCXJ.^') 

+ iV x, [V- k^(M6 4p*6*) - ko3- e„ <>%u+ k^C^-H*))* ] AiTUxs) 

+• koXz[.Y2fia.4koCo.(^r-Hai) + ^tl^
1(>y

l-fso(Hc+paeO)S ] Az } 

v e n /A 

Elf — r* L^1— ko (MC+H*^**') "ko £II(J po. + k’o fe*))S3 A1 
(1.6c) 



+ A. ko ^ 6A. 4* £|46 +I^a€:a)^ £ 1 Az Jm (x**^ 

+ ^k*zX| £ f^a fe-f|x 6a, — feu f-i feMx') £ 3 A i X* ( Kir) 
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— A k^ \Cz [KC* -k $ fe Hx) 4* V zfc<> Hu C^ M- 4- fe S J A^ J 

X IA 

U* = { -XVb e-«S A, T„ + A*. T*, far)} e*(0- 6d) 

H» = { $ k*[6(vx- k^pGj.') - (c-«.K+e^^) $ ] A, Tn.64^ (1.6e) 

~ X? k, 7: £e«.p,-t-enA, + fk«i6 O^-k/-yi tj.) £ ] Ax T*V.(KZ.>X) 

- ke K, C **£*-+• k?n*(e'--eZ') - ^e,, (^-k* (n<r+H<£«-")) $] /), lAfor) 

+ Kz [ V^-ko (^€+p*fo^ + k*yll0^£a,*fc/-j4g«, O^-e* ))£ ] A,. JlLtvC*) J 

x e^-^/a 

1}if = ^-Xk* [^ xBa, + ko - V2^,, 

+ Xk^ f ^ ^ — k« n<=z) - y *■ k* £ ti C^a, M" + 6 f4«0 ** 1 X| Ai -TM 

- Xji £ V
1

-!*:* (H^+P*-
6
0 + k^uC'i^^ + ko^KC^-^yiS jAx 

~&k^O*e.fc+-ft£*. "Hii^-(jf1*-k/,p6jL')S]KiAa JX (K«T) | e^mlf 

where 

*1^. = iCko (en^j.+-fcj.H..)-(^+^9 ^J 

iHCk/UaKL-W..V Cf - + ‘H*kfe„K,($+0J ^ 

(1.6g) 

These expressions are for the gyrotropic medium. From 
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them we now obtain the gyromagnetic expressions. For the 

gyromagnetic case, 6a.-O and €u =6 , and 

K.,» * 4 [to WMO- (1+ 

%)'!'■'?+ 4-(1-7a) 

Also, 

A- zt xkoV6 + ko e7-, (1.7b) 

If 

oC = J (1.7c) 

and noting that one can show that 

Y-a,j (^Kohjpi. — "Si') — j ~~ ^ 1 

the field components become 

£e= {fl.X-M -ijt. Hi-cAtT-nOw)} (l.7d) 

E*-- oc] A, T^6<*r) (1.7e) 

- — |] ^ a~ ko ^r/^X 4- ^ X M<U ^ J /\ 2. 

+ fc>K* **-[>*■+ C*x-k,Ve) CCJA^TJ^J A 

S(f - -[-t r - k^Y2- ~ M-a. AiXv»(y<r) 

+* X ke'tfX ^ C^t<u ■*■ (.*p7 cC J A-t Xn (VC*Jr>') 

(1.7f) 
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+ Xietv; [fU -(^-koh^xVJA, 

-Xk.^x[*--k/6KL+ Y-k.- ^ *] A^U^}e^'**yA 

h * £-AY ^ocA,^,^ 4- A2.J~(K*^}eL°H,,'y*> (i.7g) 

^ - {k*e ~ [V-k^e - os] A.XH(^) (1.7h) 

jTe ^ +■ (v--fc/M6) j£ cc] At 

“^jfoIkoVe pu - Yl(*a'-k2>0°c] A,xi(^r) 

4- k^Vi£ pu.cc] AtTt'C«*r')}z<yn't-1*y& 

Hy a {"^k° ^ £ [k„Ve |U«, - X 2C V^-lct,2"[x<0 «?] A| J^Ck,^) (1.7i) 

*’^*Ft^"k#|X€4- ko £*■ til! pu °zj A 2. Jw 
r1 

H-ikoek,[3rx-k<»Ve - If3-^ ^ p* ec] A, Tm 

- VKz. £pu - fy^-b1-pie-) oc ] Aj.Tm C*cx^) j- e ^ 

In the next subsections, these expressions will be used to 

obtain solutions for certain special cases. 

6.2 Gyrotropic Fields with X-o 

Neither K nor E discusses the gyrotropic situation. 

However, although he does not explicitly write the resulting 

fields, G does give expressions from which the gyrotropic 

solution can be easily obtained. This can then be compared 

with the following solution. 
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For the gyrotropic case in which 'S-O , one obtains 

The above assumption is consistent with the choice of rela¬ 

tionships between the original arbitrary constants. If it 

is found that £uf<x-£<_p„ <o , another choice would be made. 

Otherwise, difficulty will arise in calculating $ for 

the cut-off case. Under the present assumptions, 

After assuming £npx-6xpi, > o > we obtain 

~ hp 6 u J/(JL (1.8a) 

Y-O'.— }Aii. (1.8b) 

(1.8c) 

and 

(1.8d) 

and Equations (1.6a) through (1.6f) become 

(1.8e) 

(1.8f) 

(1.8g) 

(1.8h) 
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Note that if A, is set to zero, the resulting solution is 

TE. If is set to zero, the resulting solution will 

instead be TM. 

6.3 Gyromagnetic Fields with # = Q 

The purpose here is twofold: first, a demonstration 

that the gyromagnetic solution in Section 6.1 will reduce 

analytically to the correct cut-off solutions is a partial 

verification of them; second, we are interested in inves¬ 

tigating the convenience of this reduction. The following 

analytical treatment will indicate that no difficulty is 

to be expected in the corresponding numerical process and 

that the result of such a numerical process will be cor¬ 

Taking into account all of what we have so far assumed 

about the parameters, there is some doubt as to the values 

rect. 

Setting X = O , one obtains for the gyromagnetic case 

(1.9a) 

of and ec in the present situation. This ambiguity 
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is due to the question of whether or not <r(^.u-/4jL') is 

greater than zero or less than zero. 

Case 1; ^ o 

00 ***«• /ko e CMH-M-0 1 ‘>t|X= ko e^jL, Ui - k*ep,i (1.9b) 

Case 2; 6 >0 

01 undefined, MtM = ^6 MJ- . (1.9c) 

We assume that Case 1 holds. As mentioned while obtaining 

the fourth solution, we made certain choices when we devel¬ 

oped the relationships between A, B, C and D. These choices 

were satisfactory for Case 1 above. For Case 2, we would 

make different choices. The fields now become 

e* = 
A -r- / X A J <2. (1.9d) 

Er * (1.9e) 

Eq — 
/foe 

s * (1.9£) 

Hi = A* e.lm* (1.9g) 

Ur- = •f "A| M- T.«^w,*“)+WiK A. 17^ ()( (1.9h) 

H* =■ ̂^1 ^ d*y.j ^ 7rvt (1.9i) 

Note that, just as in the : gyrotropic case for #=o , TE and 

TM modes can be obtained from these by respectively setting 

A, and A^ to zero. We see that the general expressions 
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arising from the new treatment are easily applicable to the 

cut-off case. A straightforward substitution of X -O 

produces the correct solution. 

6.4 Isotropic Fields From the New General Solution 

In the isotropic case, we have 6a. = O = )Ua., £u= e and 

= . Since this set of parameters means that )C^-)t? 

or ' , we cannot use our fourth general solution 

here without some further justification, because we have 

assumed that )C, . We overcome this difficulty in ob¬ 

taining the isotropic expressions by assuming the parameters 

as close as we like to but not identical to the isotropic 

ones. Assuming that the fields are continuous with respect 

to the parameters, at least at the point of isotropy, the 

fields we then obtain should be the isotropic ones. 

We will start with the gyromagnetic fields, Equations 

(1.7). Note that in writing the fields for the gyromag¬ 

netic case, we have introduced the quantity oc . We re¬ 

peat its definition here: 

cc = \ka,j (.ko^aw,. - eC = 

The use of this definition has simplified the appearance 

of our field expressions, but it is of further importance. 

One of our goals is to generate expressions for the fields 

which are not only useful for general sets of parameters 

but also for special sets of parameters such as the one in 
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which 't - O or the isotropic set. The case has 

now been discussed. There are two and only two denomina¬ 

tors in the fourth-solution gyromagnetic fields that may 

pose a difficulty in the jJ-a-o and jxu = fx case by be¬ 

coming zero. The magnitude of these is contained in eC 

We must devote some discussion to this problem of a zero 

denominator, and we have reduced this to a discussion of 

oo . . 

CO — 

Let us calculate more specifically: 

-{&<*[£+ . a.io) 
In a computer execution, let us say, in which one wants 

the fields for a given set of parameters, we expect in gen¬ 

eral no problem in the evaluation of "C . It is conceiv¬ 

able, though, that a set of parameters might lead to a zero 

in the denominator of °C due to the condition 

(1.11) 

but we will assume the possibility of this to be negligible. 

The other occasion on which difficulty might be expected is 

that of an isotropic or nearly isotropic set of parameters. 

Consider the definition p s 

tropic case we have y.o.= o 

case, p is indeterminate, 

— . In the truly iso- 

and -y. = o .In this 

However, the use of this set of 
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parameters is not allowed as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, 

as also mentioned earlier, it is not at all necessary to 

consider this case, since the parameters need only approach 

the isotropic set for us to obtain the isotropic fields. 

The question now becomes one of the magnitude of £ . We 

can approach the isotropic set of parameters and still have 

any value between -co and +oo for ft . A very large 

lei will lead to a small , therefore causing no diffi¬ 

culty. A very small I /$ | will cause no difficulty, since 

one term in the denominator of °C does not contain $ 

We discount any difficulty due to intermediate values of 

To obtain a simplified analytical expression for the 

isotropic fields using our new general solution, an assump¬ 

tion about the value of £ must be made. Let and 

O in such a manner that f»-> o . Then - 

Under these conditions 

2 

'X-t - k*an-.- Vx = vO , (1.12a) 

A + (1.12b) 

and the fields become 

(1.12c) 

- {-hop- 7; zjf~, A,) Jw(xr) 

X (pi if "V 2) 
(1.12d) 
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Eif 11 C At+• la ^ Az] j;M (KJ~) 

~ i-fceKj/t C^z + ^ Jm (Kr)J ^ *y*c 

H2 = (ia-J^A, +Az) 3T*n (K^ (I.l2f) 

Hr — •j^ke>6 -p: ^A| ■*■■^'*'1^“ 
i(K>li£--1f2r) 

+x^K; (HZ A,) (xr)} ^_k?.p~^T (1*12s) 

Htf =* *T - X ^ (fl*2- 4-i JVw&£r) 
^ i*(yy\Lf -V *0 

+ .lk»£ K. (/Vl)^/^ ^ ~z ^ • (1.12h) 

If, by adjusting the arbitrary constants A, and Az, these 

expressions can be made to produce the well known separable 

TE and TM modes for an infinite, isotropic medium, it will 

be proven that Equations (1.12) are correct. 

If it is required that A,+12^A*.-o and Az - Ay^r, 

where A is a new arbitrary constant, Equations (1.12) lead 

to 

Ea -O 

Er = 

Eq = 

Ha = 

Hr = 

Hq = 

- k0 p- yr A Jk, (ter) e /Ci1- &) 

- ^ kcr )£ ^ A JVv> *0 £ /(Y*- k^*^ e) 

AJ^rle^' ^ 

i-lx. A Jm£^r)£A^ ** 

-V^A Tm (vir) e e-) 

(1.13a) 

(1.13b) 

(1.13c) 

(1.13d) 

(1.13e) 

(1.13f) 
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These are indeed the correct TE isotropic solutions. 

Alternatively, if it is required that A| +-A2. = o 

and that Aj = , where B is a new arbitrary constant, 

Equations (1.12) lead to 

E2 = 6 JmCvr) (1.14a) 

£r> = iVvc. B Tm (1.14b) 

= - K “ B J^(^r')exC‘Mt/"V2y(;v^_^Me) (1.14c) 

H* =0 (1.14d) 

K>- = ko e B T„(vr)& ^ (1.14e) 

This xs the TM solution for an infinite, isotropic medium. 

The fourth gyromagnetic solution has now been further veri¬ 

fied and has been proven fairly convenient in application 

to the isotropic case. 
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7. Appendix II 

Justification of Equations (38b) 

Recall that in the description of E*s treatment, the 

electric field intensity is given by 

i<r 

E = 

Mi' 

-r o 

i<r o 

0 A 7*Vi_ 

, <T s - • 

VTT 
(38a) 

H* va , and px. 5 

. This holds in both rectangular and cylindrical 

coordinates. Expanding Equations (39a) in rectangular coor¬ 

dinates, one obtains 

<? _ ; _ 3TT _ 3TT 
E«-*rS )y 

Jy 

E a - - V Vj.’' IT . 

Recall further that II is given by 

IT »w1 Vx£> • 
Next, V A E* is expanded in terms of IT 

(?*£■)* = rO-Vv/) If --i-v-ta 
-xs-t-a 

= -t-Viir, 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

(2.1c) 

(2.2) 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 
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this meaning that 

V* 

■*(>-?) 

- f 

o -if Vi 

VT3 
(2.4) 

either in rectangular or cylindrical coordinates. Here, use 

has been made of the fact that ^ . The matrix immedi- 

ately above will be defined as [A], so that 

V*E - [A] ^7 IT . 

This means that one can write 

IT W'’W VTT. 

We define a new matrix, [B], such that 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

[Bl=-t W'CAl , (2.7) 

note that now we have 

H - [Bj VTT , (2.8) 

and calculate the elements of this matrix, 

O 
_L M-A- 

-A —  

remembering that 

* hH-x 

p-fXj. 

I 
M-i- O 

(2.9) 
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(2.10a) 

(2.10b) 

(2.10c) 

(2.lOd) 

(2.lOe) 

(2.lOf) 

(2.10g) 

(2.lOh) 

(2.lOi) 

Makin0 use of the definitions of t" , , and and rear¬ 

ranging the resulting expressions, one obtains 

((c0*M e - * *>'?!*') - B j, 

£ =: - Bj.( 

B„ - i 1 
Kc.JA-p.J_ 

B,z = i " L 

y-Y-i. 

B33 = *{ 

i 

■ ko H„ t3- 

B,s= V Bj2= BJ,3— 

(2.11a) 

(2.11b) 

(2.11c) 

(2.lid) 

From these elements and from the statement H =■ it 

is seen that Equation (38b) has been justified. 
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